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Case Study 2 How to prepare for journals from the GL transaction report

By Lorraine Rathband, Peter Shepperd and Diana Boxall

In almost all cases the journal entries will be included in the GL transaction listing

For capital projects and suspense items in research the HR core items may have been further

manipulated before being posted as the HRCore entries. For these please refer to Case study 4.

Run the GL transaction listing for the relevant period into an Excel output

 Select only the manual journals on the 50*** natural accounts (i.e. those that do not relate

to Core payroll postings) and delete the other lines

 Adjust the format if necessary. The BFT will not accept negative numbers as brackets, so

please check the all the number columns. i.e.

 You are now ready to paste your transaction listing into the journal application in the BFTAs

long as you have already cut out the line you don’t want you can use the “select all”

functionality in Excel

 Check that the listing to be posted does not exceed 100 lines. Although you can post debits

and credits to all cost centres within the department from one cost centre there is a cut off

after 100 lines in any one month

Select the Journal application and take ownership.

Note in order for the screen to turn yellow and accept the copied journal data it is necessary to

select a single cost centre in the context area of the screen, as shown below. This can be any cost

centre and has no relevance to the data copied to the screen which can relate to multiple cost

centres.

Assign an employee to each line in the journal as shown in the screen shot below.

‘(the employee column is rather narrow. If you are finding this an irritation follow the steps in Case

Study 3 to make the input easier)
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The employee shows by surname and then employee number. If, as is perhaps best practice, your

journal description shows only the employee ID you may find it helpful to use the main payroll

planning screen to export a list of employees sorted by surname, but showing employee number.

Alternatively you may have some other reference list sorted by employee number.

To get this listing:

 Navigate into the main payroll planning screen at your departmental level

 Click up total pay elements (click up on row shown yellow here)

Then the list will show as one line per employee


